Indium tin oxide (ITO) 
Introduction
Dielectric spectroscopy is a very powerful experimental method for investigation of liquid crystal materials [1] . In measuring cells, electrodes made from indium tin oxide (ITO) are widely used because of its transparency in visible range. Due to finite conductivity of ITO electrodes, cell pro− duces its own high frequency losses [2] , which can influ− ence the dielectric measurements [3, 4] . In Ref. 5 , three old methods used before and the new one [2] were compared numerically. In many papers, the only way to estimate and to remove high frequency losses is to find special shape of the frequency function ¢¢ = e LOSS n Af [6, 7] . The factors A and n are the fitted parameters, while f is the frequency of a measuring field. One can say that it is "classical method". The new method and old methods are widely compared nu− merically in Ref. 5 , but the author decided to show shortly the limits of classical and new methods used for soft−like mode in this paper.
After this, only the new method [2] is used for the first experimental verification (using real measured data). Ferroelectric mixture W204d, prepared at the Military Uni− versity of Technology (MUT) [8] , was chosen for measure− ments because of its broad SmA* phase, with well detec− table soft mode [9] . The soft mode relaxation frequency f S seems to vary from 2-3 MHz up to 100 kHz. From this rea− son, it is very good for experimental verification of the new model. One can observe how ITO cell can influence the detection of soft mode when the relaxation frequency f S is far from cut−off frequency of ITO cell, and also when the relaxation frequency of soft mode f S is comparable with cut−off frequency of ITO cell.
When the empty cell is measured electrically, the empty cell capacitance C 0 and the montage capacitance C M can be evaluated. These parameters are used for calculation of elec− tric permittivity of liquid crystal put into the cell, using the simple formulas ¢ = -e ( ) C C C M 0 , ¢¢ = e p G fC 2 0 where C and G are the measured capacitance and conductance, respectively, while f is the frequency of a measuring field. When the empty cell is measured optically, the empty cell gap d 0 can be calculated. It is beyond any doubt that the cell gap is slightly changing when the medium is put into the measuring cell. Because of surface tension and intermolecu− lar forces, the cell gap is decreasing. Of course, the cell gap shrinkage effect could not be estimated neither optically nor electrically when the new liquid crystal is put into the new cell. Results presented in this paper show that the new method [2] can solve this problem and estimate the cell gap shrinkage precisely.
Theoretical model
The theoretical model presented in Ref. 
where f is the frequency of measuring external field and f 0 is the cut−off frequency of the empty cell [2] To compare the efficiency of methods of extraction of high frequency losses, let us consider numerically that in SmA* phase, optical limit of the dielectric permittivity e ¥ = 3 and additionally soft mode, with the dielectric stren− gth De S changing from 5 to 0, while the relaxation frequency f S is changing from 100 kHz to 1 MHz, is detectable. Nume− rically, the electric permittivities can be calculated from Debye model of relaxation [10] 
The calculated Cole−Cole plots [11] for these relaxations are shown in Fig. 1 .
When we assume that this liquid crystal is put into empty ITO cell (characterized by the cut−off frequency f 0 equals 10 MHz), we can calculate, using system of Eqs. (1), the effective permittivities which could be measured in this cell. Cole−Cole plots of calculated effective permittivities are shown in Fig. 2 .
It is clearly visible in Fig. 1 that only one semicircle is present, which is related to soft mode, while in Fig. 2 two semicircles are present. The right one is related to soft mode relaxation, while the left one is connected with the "pseudo− −relaxation" caused by ITO finite resistivity. Such "pseudo− −relaxation" was shown in Ref. 3 for measurements of anti− ferroelectric phase.
Three procedures were used to find parameters of soft mode (De S , f S ) from effective values of electric permittivity.
I. The first ("classical") method assumes that dielectric losses, related to ITO electrodes, can be estimated as the power function of the frequency ¢¢ = e LOSS n Af [6, 7] . And imaginary part of the effective electric permittivity consists of two parts [5] The first term is related to losses of soft mode. This pro− cedure is four−parameter fitting method (De S , f S , A, n). Ima− ginary part is optimized only.
II. The second method is just to find parameters of rela− xation from right part of plot presented in Fig. 2 (the left semicircle is neglected). This method is simply to find value of Eq. (5) to fit the right semicircle in Fig. 2 e e e e e
This procedure is three−parameter fitting method (De S , f S , e ¥ ). This method does not consider any influence of ITO resistivity on measurements.
III. Last method was proposed in Ref. 
For numerically created (virtual) data, this procedure is three−parameter fitting method (De S , f S , e ¥ ). And it is two− −step procedure, because firstly e¢ LC and e² LC should be cal− culated from e¢ EF , e² EF . It is worthy to underline that for measured (real) data, this method can be more complicated, but it will be explained in details in the next paragraph.
When three methods mentioned above are applied for the cases presented in Fig. 2 , one obtains the parameters of soft mode which are collected in Table 1 .
To comment these results, one can say that procedure III works excellent because it uses the system of Eqs. (2) to recalculate e¢ LC , and e² LC from e¢ EF and e² EF . From mathe− matical point of view, it is the inversion of transformation, Eq. (1). So, this procedure should give ideal results. Of course, when the effective values are measured (not calcu− lated as it is in this case), this procedure will not work so perfectly. Procedure II gives relaxation frequency of soft mode slightly overestimated (1.6%) when the theoretical relaxation frequency of soft mode f S is low (100 kHz) and highly overestimated (57%) when the theoretical value f S is high (1 MHz). This effect is even stronger for the dielectric strength of soft mode De S found in procedure II. For high frequency soft mode, overestimation of De S is about 200% while for low frequency soft mode it is about 10%. Of course, this procedure gives the completely false (underesti− mated) results of optical limit of the dielectric permittivity e ¥ . Again, the underestimation is larger for high frequency soft mode.
Procedure I is much better than procedure II. The rela− xation frequency f S obtained using procedure I is underesti− mated less than 10%. For low frequency soft mode, the underestimation is smaller, of course. The effect of overesti− mation of dielectric strength is strongly dependent on soft mode relaxation frequency. For low frequency soft mode, the overestimation is about 5% while for high frequency soft mode it is as big as 128%. It seems that procedure I is at least twice better than procedure II. Of course it is worse than procedure III.
Experimental
To first experimental verification, three ITO cells were pre− pared in our clean room laboratory to study how the cell properties can influence the dielectric measurements of li− quid crystal. For preparation, the same ITO layer with the resistivity 10 W/£ was used (to be sure that resistivity of used cells is similar). The cells thickness d 0 was 1.5 μm (ITO1.5μm), 3 μm (ITO3μm), 5 μm (ITO5μm) measured optically. Additionally, a cell with golden electrodes was prepared with thickness 9 μm (GOLD9μm) as a reference cell. The electrode area was 0.25 cm 2 for all cells. Connec− tions between electrodes and low−resistivity wires were made with USS 9200 ultrasonic soldering system. The ca− pacitance measurements of empty cells were performed to determine the cut−off frequencies. Results are presented in Fig. 3 . The cut−off frequencies were f 0 = 6996 kHz, f 0 = 16789 kHz, f 0 =19602 kHz, f 0 > 100 MHz for cells: ITO1.5μm, ITO3μm, ITO5μm, and GOLD9μm, respec− tively. When the cell thickness is smaller, then capacitance is higher and the cut−off frequency f 0 is lower (it means that the cell is poorer from dielectric measurement point of view). Additionally, resistivity of golden electrodes is really low so, cut−off frequency of GOLD9μm cell is so high.
Dielectric spectroscopy was done with HP4192A impe− dance analyzer, while temperature was controlled by TMS92 LINKAM controller. As a heater, THMSE600 stage by LINKAM was used.
When the W204d mixture was studied using our home made cells, the measurements were performed with DC field to eliminate the presence of the Goldstone mode. For all cells, the BIAS voltage was selected to fit electric field equal to 2 V/μm. In SmA* phase, the Cole−Cole plots were obtained (see Fig. 4 ). It is easy to notice, that for ITO1.5μm cell, De S read directly from In Fig. 4(d) , one can see that optical limit of the electric permittivity for soft mode e ¥ can be estimated around 4, while for ITO cells e ¥ read directly from Figs. 4(a), 4(b) , and 4(c) is definitely smaller than 3.
Because procedure III seems to be better than procedure I (what was shown in Ref. 5 and is seen in Table 1 ), we decided to use procedure III to calculate the soft mode parameters f S and De S and compare them with the procedure II results (which calculates relaxation parameters directly from right semicircle only, ignoring the left semicircle). In comparison with the fitting procedure shown in Ref. 5 and used in the previous paragraph, the only one important change is applied. For real measurements, we should fit also the cut−off frequency f 0 . As it was underlined in the Intro− duction, the cell gap d 0 can slightly change after cell filling. This effect implies small change in the capacitance C 0 . And finally, what is the most important for this model, it induces small change in f 0 what can give us the change in relaxation frequencies observed in a liquid crystal. So, for real mea− surements, this procedure is four−parameter (f 0 , De S , f S , e ¥ ) fitting method.
Because dielectric response of W204d found in GOLD9 μm cell [ Fig. 4(d) ] does not show left semicircle (what is the main advantage of using the golden, non transparent elec− trodes), we assumed that soft mode parameters calculated from procedures II and III for this cell should be similar and golden cell can be treated as a reference cell.
In Fig. 5 , the soft mode relaxation frequencies f S obtai− ned in ITO1.5μm, ITO3μm, ITO5μm, and GOLD9μm cells using procedures II and III are shown. It is clearly visible that relaxation frequency is overestimated in ITO5μm and ITO3μm cells, while for ITO1.5μm f S is underestimated, when procedure II is applied. The results are similar to each other for low frequencies (for procedures II and III). It means that relaxation frequencies can be well rendered for low frequencies. When the soft mode relaxation frequency is higher, the differences are significant. What is interesting in frequency temperature dependence measured in ITO cells, there is the plateau region for high temperatures (f Pplateau relaxation frequency) when procedure II is used. This plateau frequency f P is rather the effect related to cut−off frequency. Liquid crystal does not show strong mode for these temperatures (soft mode almost disappears there). When the cut−off frequency f 0 of ITO cell (used in experiment) is lower, the plateau frequency f P is lower as well. This plateau frequency value can be estimated by value calculated from equation
where e ¥ is the high frequency limit calculated for applied cell. In Table 2 , the results of plateau region frequency read from plot 5 and calculated from Eq. (7) are presented. Cal− culations were performed for the f 0 values obtained for empty cells (Fig. 3) . The discrepancy between the results is clearly visible. What is the reason? The obvious answer is the cut−off frequency of the empty cell f 0 should be lower to meet the results of f P . But f 0 values were calculated by almost ideal fitting (what is visible in Fig. 3 ). It means that cell gap has shrunk. When we calculate the cut−off fre− quency f 0 ¢ of shrunk cell from the equation
the results will be as follows f 0 ¢ = 5700 kHz for 1.5−μm cell, f 0 ¢ = 13569 kHz for 3−μm cell, f 0 ¢ = 17000 kHz for 5−μm cell. It means that cell gap after filling with liquid crystal shrinks. And these new empty cell cut−off frequencies were approxi− mately found in fitting procedure III. It means that measur− ing cells change. The cell shrinkage is several percent of ini− tial cell gap. From Fig. 5 , one can see that results of relaxation fre− quencies obtained in procedure III are closer to each other. It is easily seen that relaxation frequencies calculated for GOLD9μm cell are almost the same for while using proce− dures II and III.
In The temperature dependence of optical limit of the dielectric permittivity e ¥ is shown in Fig. 7 . For procedure II, when the temperature is higher, the limit is lower and lower and finally it reaches 0. It means that this procedure leads us to non−physical value of e ¥ . For low temperatures (around 85°C), the optical limit e ¥ , obtained for ITO cells using procedure II is underestimated while this limit calcu− lated using procedure III is overestimated for ITO cell, in comparison with results for golden cell. But overestimation magnitude (obtained for procedure III) is smaller than underestimation magnitude (obtained for procedure II). For higher temperatures, the underestimation from procedure II is large, while this one from procedure III is constant.
Conclusions
The main goal of this paper was to show, that there is the procedure which allows us to determine true parameters of soft mode relaxation using the measurements performed in different cells. This mode is suitable to show the cell influ− ence on measurements, because of a broad range of the relaxation frequencies f S and the dielectric strengths De S of this mode.
The results shown in Figs. 5-7 should be taken into account en block. The results obtained for ITO cells using procedure III are similar to the results obtained from mea− surements in cell with golden electrodes, while the parame− ters obtained directly from ITO cells (procedure II) differ a lot from the results obtained for golden cell.
The procedure III presented firstly in Ref. 2 can be employed to remove ITO high frequency losses from dielec− tric spectroscopy. This method is better than procedure I, what was proven in Ref. 5 , using numerical results. The main disadvantage is that procedure III seems to be more complicated from numerical point of view than procedure I. Application of this procedure to real measurements shows that even in poor measuring cell (when the limit of Eq. (7) New method (procedure III) can study the effect of cell gap shrinkage after cell filling. The results show that the fit− ting is much better when the lower cut−off frequency is assumed. It means that cell gap can shrink several percent in comparison with empty cell gap. This result can suggest that the assumption of cell gap constancy can create even more than 10% overestimation of dielectric permittivity calcu− lated from measurements.
